Easy Connect – InControl Remote Control Products
Intelliconn Noke Lock Setup and Usage
UNBOXING
The packaging for the 1036 – Noke Bluetooth Lock is unique.
With the proper steps, it removes easily without destruction. A
YouTube video is available to guide you through unboxing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26cJH1xqfFU
Remove the front clear cover. Turn over the box and peel back the
label tab from the top edge, to lift the back cover hinged on the
bottom edge. Remove the instruction sheet and set aside. Pull out
the plastic tab inside the shackle. This frees the other two tabs to be
squeezed together and pushed through the packaging. This will free
the lock on the front.
Proceed to app setup.
OTHER PRODUCTS

If you have a Noke Lock, consider adding a Fob, to enable someone to
access the lock without using a smartphone.
1039 – Noke Bluetooth Key Fob
Works like the fob for your car door locks.
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Also available Summer 2017, 1041- Noke U-Lock.
Available for pre-order. Comes with a bike mount.
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Need to extend the reach of your lock solution? Try a
1037 – Noke Cable Kit
Pole-mounted bracket included for storing the lock and cable
when not in use. Lock sold separately.

APP SETUP
Download the Noke app from the App Store
or from Google Play.
Enable Bluetooth in your mobile device,
create an account and follow the
instructions in the app and in the printed
guide, to add and setup your lock.
Set up 1-step or 2-step access, and a
quick click code.
Enable others to gain access to the
lock one time, or on a schedule.
View the lock access log.
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LOCK OPERATION
Lock may be setup for 1-step unlock or 2-step unlock for greater security. 2-step requires an
action in the app to complete the unlock process.
Please note that to save power in the lock or your phone, Bluetooth goes to sleep after a few
minutes of no action. To consistently open the lock, “wake” the Bluetooth in your phone by
opening the app, then wake the lock by applying a short firm press on the shackle. Apply
another short firm press to trigger it to verify with the phone. If 2-step is enabled, after
pressing the shackle, “tap to unlock” in the app to finish the unlock sequence.
If using a paired fob, wake the lock, then squeeze the center of the fob to trigger the lock to
open. Wait for an audible click and a green light on the lock, then pull up on the shackle.
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